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Heavy-flavour hadrons, containing open or hidden charm and beauty flavours, are considered as
hard probes of the quark–gluon plasma (QGP), which is a hot and dense phase state of quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) matter. Production of heavy flavours involves large momentum transfer
processes during collisions. Heavy quarks are expected to be produced in the initial stage of
collisions and therefore prior to the formation of the QGP in heavy-ion collisions. Consequently,
heavy quarks travel through and interact with the QGP. Hence, measuring both open and hidden
heavy-flavour production in large systems provides information on the QGP properties and heavy
quark hadronisation. Heavy-flavour production is measured in small and large systems with
ALICE in order to test (perturbative) QCD and study the effects induced by the medium. In this
contribution, recent ALICE results on heavy-flavour production in pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions
are reported.
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In the QCD phase diagram, the quark–gluon plasma (QGP) is a state of matter in which quarks
and gluons are deconfined and that requires high temperature and/or high density to be produced. In
order to study the properties of the QGP, heavy-ion collisions are used. Heavy-flavour (HF) mesons,
such as �, � or J/k, contain at least one charm or beauty quark. The production of heavy flavour
in hadron-hadron collisions (small system) is studied with perturbative quantum chromodynamics
(pQCD). In high-energy heavy-ion collisions, where the formation of a QGP could occur, heavy
quarks are produced in the initial stage of the collisions and the production of heavy flavour hadrons
is affected bymedium related effects, which are classified into cold or hot nuclear matter effects. The
former effects, for example modification of nuclear parton distribution functions (gluon shadowing
at the LHC energies [1]), gluon saturation or parton multiple scattering and energy loss [2], are
related to the modification of heavy-flavour production in p–A (small system) and AA (large system)
collisions in absence of the QGP formation. The hot nuclear matter effects, such as colour screening
[3], (re)generation [4] in the case of hidden HF or energy loss [5–8] in the case of open and hidden
HF, can be studied in AA collisions where the formation of a QGP is expected. In this contribution,
recent results on heavy-flavour production in small and large systems from A Large Ion Collider
Experiment (ALICE) are reported.

The ALICE detector [9] is able to detect the decay products of heavy flavours in the central
barrel or in the muon spectrometer. The Inner Tracking System (ITS), the Time Projection Chamber
(TPC) and the Time-Of-Flight system detect and identify hadronic decay products from open heavy
flavour hadrons, and electrons from quarkonium decay, in the pseudorapidity range |[ | < 0.9. The
ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter (|[ | < 0.7) along with the TPC and ITS detectors can be used to
measure the production of heavy-flavours via their (semi-) electronic decay. The prompt and non-
prompt HF contributions can be separated at mid-rapidity by resolving the secondary vertex from
the primary production vertex. At forward rapidity (2.5 < H < 4), the muon spectrometer measures
inclusive HF production either in the muon (open HF) or in the dimuon (quarkonia) decay channel.

Measurements of �-meson production in pp collisions are useful to test collinear factorisation
within the pQCD framework and provide a reference for the study of the medium effects in heavy-
ion collisions. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the ?T-differential cross section of prompt [10] and
non-prompt �+, which is from beauty-hadron decay, for |H | < 0.5 in pp collisions at

√
B = 5.02 TeV.

The theoretical calculation based on Fixed-Order Next-to-Leading Logarithm (FONLL) [12] (for
the �-meson production) and PYTHIA 8 Decayer (for the � → � decay kinematics for the non-
prompt �) is compatible within uncertainties with the non-prompt �+ data in the whole measured
?T range. The prompt �+ cross section measured at the same energy is larger than the non-prompt
�+ one by an order of magnitude for 2 < ?T < 15 GeV/2. Besides, the FONLL calculation gives a
good description of the prompt �+ cross section for 0 < ?T < 35 GeV/2.

High-multiplicity events in p–Pb collisions provide an opportunity to probe the collective be-
haviour in small systems, whichmight indicate that similar mechanisms are at play in large and small
systems. The self-normalised J/k yields are shown as a function of the self-normalised charged-
particle multiplicity measured in various collision systems at different energies and rapidities in
the right panel of Fig. 1. In p-Pb collisions at √BNN = 8.16 TeV [11], the backward rapidity yield
grows faster than the forward rapidity one and faster than linear. The self-normalised J/k yield as a
function of the multiplicity is also compared to the one in p–Pb collisions at √BNN = 5.02 TeV [11].
The comparison shows good agreement. The mean ?T, 〈?T〉, is systematically smaller at backward
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Figure 1: Left: ?T-differential cross section of prompt [10] and non-prompt �+ mesons in pp collisions at
√
B = 5.02 TeV. Data

to theoretical calculation ratios are shown at the bottom of the figure. Right: normalised yield of inclusive J/k as a function of the
normalised charged-particle pseudorapidity density in various collision systems at different energies and rapidities [11]. See text for
details.

than at forward rapidity [11]. The different behaviour as a function of rapidity could be explained
by the rapidity dependence of the CNM effects, such as (anti-)shadowing, gluon saturation and
coherent energy loss. The comparison between √BNN = 5.02 TeV and 8 TeV suggests a common
origin of the multiplicity trend. Besides, the 〈?T〉 saturates at high multiplicity for the two rapidity
intervals. At backward rapidity, the simultaneous increase of the yield together with the saturation
of 〈?T〉 may point to J/k production from an incoherent superposition of parton–parton collisions.
In pp collisions at

√
B = 7 TeV and Pb–Pb collisions at √BNN = 5.02 TeV, the J/k yield is compatible

with the backward rapidity p–Pb results at √BNN = 8.16 TeV.
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Figure 2: Left: inclusive J/k nuclear modification factor as a function of ?T for 2.5 < H < 4 in the 20–40% centrality range in
Pb–Pb collisions at √BNN = 5.02 TeV. Right: nuclear modification factor of electrons from semi-leptonic heavy-flavour hadron decays
measured in the 0–10% centrality range in Pb–Pb collisions at √BNN = 5.02 TeV [13]. See text for details.
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In AA collisions, heavy quarks interact with the medium and allow us to probe several mecha-
nisms through the measurement of open and hidden HF. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the inclusive
J/k nuclear modification factor ('AA) as a function of ?T for 2.5 < H < 4 in the 20–40% centrality
range in Pb–Pb collisions at √BNN = 5.02 TeV. The J/k 'AA is suppressed in the whole ?T range. It
increases with decreasing ?T while it stays flat at around 0.4 for 6 < ?T < 20 GeV/2. The data are
compared to theoretical calculations based on a transport [14] and on the statistical hadronisation
model [15]. The transport model qualitatively describes the data in the full ?T range. The transport
model includes charmonium (re)generation in the QGP phase for ?T < 6 GeV/2 and primordial
J/k that survive in the QGP at high ?T. The statistical hadronisation calculation is consistent with
the data for ?T < 4 GeV/2 within the large model uncertainties. In this region, the model considers
that the initially produced J/k are fully suppressed and the J/k yield is dominated by the regeneration
from the 22̄ pairs at the phase transition. The calculation underestimates the data for ?T ≥ 4 GeV/2
where J/k are initially produced in the nucleus corona where no QGP effect is expected in the model.
The energy loss and colour screening are at play for ?T ≥ 6 GeV/2. The right panel of Fig. 2 shows
the ?T-dependence of the 'AA of electrons from semi-leptonic heavy-flavour decaysmeasured in the
0–10% centrality class in Pb–Pb collisions at √BNN = 5.02 TeV. The 'AA is suppressed and reaches
a minimum at ?T = 7 GeV/2. The 'AA rises up with decreasing ?T starting from ?T = 7 GeV/2.
The data are compared to several model calculations [5–8] that consider different assumptions on
the mass dependence of energy loss processes, transport dynamics, charm and beauty quark inter-
action with the QGP, hadronisation mechanisms of heavy quarks in the medium and heavy-quark
production cross section in nucleus–nucleus collisions. In this contribution, only few models are
described. The MC@sHQ+EPOS2 [5], PHSD [6] and TAMU [7] models take into account the
modification of the nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs) as well. The BAMPS+rad.model
[8] incorporates elastic interactions of heavy quarks with the medium and radiative energy loss.
The models provide fair descriptions of the data for ?T < 5 GeV/2 apart from BAMPS+rad. The
magnitude of the 'AA suppression at low ?T can be reproduced by the models taking into account
the modification of nPDFs. The TAMU models tend to overestimate the data for ?T > 3 GeV/c,
probably due to the missing implementation of the radiative energy loss. On the other hand, the
agreement of the TAMU model with data for ?T < 3 GeV/2 confirms the dominance of elastic
collisions at low momenta, together with the importance of considering the nPDFs modifications.

In summary, this contribution reports on recent experimental results on heavy-flavour pro-
duction measured with ALICE. In pp collisions at

√
B = 5.02 TeV, the differential cross sections

for prompt and non-prompt �+ for |H | < 0.5 provide a test of pQCD calculations. The FONLL
theoretical calculations give a successful description of the �-meson data. In p–Pb collisions at
√
BNN = 8.16 TeV, the J/k yields as a function of the charged particle density at mid-rapidity have

been measured. The backward-rapidity J/k yields rise faster than the forward-rapidity yields. This
behaviour is expected because of the rapidity dependence of the CNM effects. In Pb–Pb collisions
at √BNN = 5.02 TeV, the J/k 'AA as a function of ?T for 2.5 < H < 4 in the 20–40% centrality
class is measured. The J/k (re)generation contribution dominates for ?T < 6 GeV/2 while there
is an interplay between colour screening and energy loss for ?T ≥ 6 GeV/2. On the other hand,
the 'AA of electrons from semi-leptonic heavy-flavour decay in the 0–10% centrality class exhibits
a suppression that is stronger at high ?T and well reproduced by models including heavy-quark
energy loss in medium.
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